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Help Students Develop Strong Vocabulary Skills
Instructional Strategies for Teachers and Parents
by Becky L. Spivey, M.Ed.

What is VOCABULARY?
The term vocabulary has a wide range of meanings –
depending upon whom you ask to define it. Teachers
may define vocabulary as (1) sight-word vocabulary
(immediate recognition of the printed word), (2)
meaning vocabulary (what students understand when
reading printed words), or (3) listening vocabulary
(understanding words heard in spoken language).
Content teachers in a particular subject area may
refer to vocabulary as (4) academic vocabulary (words
that students need to know and understand in order
to comprehend concepts being taught in school).
Vocabulary development, however, includes all of the
above and is critical for developing literacy skills.
When we stop and think about the vast role vocabulary
plays in a child’s overall literacy development, it
certainly takes the number one spot. It makes sense
that if a child is struggling with reading, there is almost
certainly a connection to his or her lack of vocabulary.
After analyzing several scientific studies in 2000,
the National Reading Panel (NRP) concluded that a
reader’s vocabulary strongly correlates to his or her
understanding of the text. The NRP also found that
“when students receive instruction concerning key words
before reading text, they have greater comprehension
than students not receiving such instruction.” This led
the NRP to emphasize vocabulary instruction as an
essential element in all literacy programs.
Learning (personal and academic), occurs at home, in
school, and in the community. In order for students to
develop their literacy skills, they need a rich vocabulary
acquired through direct instruction, exposure to
words, and social interaction. Teachers must give direct
instruction through structured lessons in order for
students learn new or “unknown” vocabulary. Usually,
unknown words are academic or subject related. For
younger students, new or unknown words may be words
they have heard before but are learning to apply them
in different contexts. Parents can be instrumental in
helping extend the teacher’s vocabulary lessons at home
when reading, writing, or doing homework with their
children.

At school, teachers must...
1. Provide a variety of rich language
experiences by:
• Reading aloud.
• Encouraging dialogue between teacher
and students during vocabulary
instruction.
• Encouraging independent and shared
reading and writing activities.
• Creating a print-rich environment using
word walls to focus students’ attention
on new vocabulary.

2. Teach individual words through
direct instruction by:
• Guiding students in correctly
pronouncing the word(s) and saying the
word together two or three times.
• Providing material containing new or
unknown words in particular contexts
as well as teaching other meanings or
uses of the words.
• Engaging students in activities that
allow sufficient time to practice using
new words.
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Parents can extend classroom vocabulary lessons at
home by reading and writing with their children and
incorporating new vocabulary in conversations. Have
them explain in their own words what the “new” words
mean. Help them associate new words with other words
that have similar meanings.

• Providing multiple exposures to
new words with review and practice
activities.
• Talking about the new words while
citing other words that are similar in
meaning (synonyms).

3. Teach word-learning strategies by:
• Helping students analyze parts of the
words (prefixes, suffixes, and base
words).
• Having students create vocabulary word
cards containing useful information
about the word such as its definition,
synonyms, examples and non-examples
(what the word is NOT), illustrations,
images, part of speech, and sentences.

Parents have many opportunities to help foster their
child’s vocabulary development and instill in them a love
of words using games like: Scrabble®, Boggle®, Charades,
Scattergories®, etc. Many educational word games are
now available for free online or as an app for all types of
devices.

4. Develop an interest in words by:
• Creating a word-rich environment
with a variety of interesting books
and magazines (fiction and nonfiction)
appropriate for the ages and interests
of the students.
• Promoting word play using games and
puzzles.
• Encouraging word consciousness
through writing exercises and
conversation.
• Involving students in discovering word
relationships (antonyms and synonyms),
learning about the use of words in
figurative language (idioms, metaphors,
and similes), and exploring word history
and origins, etc.
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